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PROFILE

Found my passion in website
development whilst trying to
create a personal site for my
tutoring service and immediately
recognized the absolute
unlimited possibilities with
development, which confirmed
my decision to commit towards
this career path and to be part of
this ever-changing technological
world. As the tech field is
constantly changing, my ability
to adapt as a visual learner
proves to be an essence.
Furthermore, the Math degree
adds a substantial value to my
logical thinking and analytical
reasoning, thus problem-solving
skills.

SKILLS
HTML5 ,CSS3, JavaScript, SASS,

REACT,  Node.js, Express.js, Knex.js,
MySQL, Git,  Python.

EDUCATION

BrainStation  |  Diploma
Candidate, Web
Development
JAN 2022 - APR 2022, BRITISH
COLUMBIA, CA

Simon Fraser University |
Bachelors in Applied
Mathematics

SEP 2015 - AUG  2020, BRITISH
COLUMBIA, CA

E X P E R I E N C E

Private Math Tutor  |  Self-employed

JAN  2021 - Present,  Burnaby, BC

● Helped over 50 students overcome online classes and hooked to
Mathematics via concise 1 on 1 guidance

● Utilized online platform to teach effectively and efficiently for 1 hour,
thus creating an enjoyable atmosphere and lifting their fear of online
classes

● Listened, analyzed high school and college student’s struggle to bring
them back on track and raised their GPA by at least 20%

Teaching Assistant  |  LSTS

SEP 2012 - APR 2015,  Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam-

● Became a trusted teaching assistant for accommodating and
motivating roughly 6 below average peers in class who eventually
passed with flying colors

● Nominated as class leader for 3 years and helped pushing class
average steadily by over 30%

● Hosting Physics, Mathematics workshop for advanced learners in
group of 5 to prepare for provincial competition

P R O J  E C T S

FULLSTACK DEVELOPER | TRUE VALUE CARS

PRESENT, CAPSTONE

● Created a website for car’s buyers, potential car’s buyers to share recent

purchases and lookup recent car sales to obtain better insight towards a

specific vehicle in this unstable, bubble market

● Utilizing REACT, Node, Express to develop well-maintained server in the

backend and smooth frontend functionality

FRONT-BACKEND DEVELOPER | INSTOCK

MAR 2022, GROUP PROJECT

● Developed front and back end for an InStock project that allows user to interact
with an existing set of warehouses and their inventories

● Assured details in the project meet requirements in Jira tickets to allow optimal
project workflow

BACKEND DEVELOPER | ETHEREAL ANIMALS

MAR 2022, MINI-HACKATHON

● Designed and implemented a small app in 5 hours with 2 others teammates to
randomize an animal with picture and funny description

● Took part in generating backend server fetching data to the frontend

LEAD CODER/DEBUGGER | MOVIE SEARCH

FEB 2022, MINI-HACKATHON

● Created an application in less than 24 hours that provides movie search
according to genre and language using TMDB api

● Effectively coded and debugged in a timely fashion  for optimal visual appeal

and performance

https://www.linkedin.com/in/chris-nhn/

